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about the report
Paroc Group is an international stone wool insulation producer
and the leading insulation supplier in the Baltic Sea area.
Paroc delivers solutions for a sustainable built environment.
Our products include building, technical and marine insulation,
sandwich panels, and acoustics products. Paroc also develops and pilots
building concepts, from energy saving renovations to passive houses, which
reduce the energy consumption and emissions of buildings while increasing
the comfort of living. The stone wool insulation solutions provide a means
of saving energy and contribute to fighting climate change.
The head office of Paroc is located in Helsinki, Finland. The company
has production facilities in four countries and offices in 14 countries across
Europe and Russia, providing employment for nearly 2,000 people.

This report is Paroc Group’s second
sustainability report in accordance with
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
guidelines for reporting on sustainable
development, and the first one reported
on an annual basis. The previous Book
of Sustainability included the years
2009–2011, and was published in
November 2012. Paroc reports on its
sustainability annually.
The stakeholders identified as the key
audience of this report includes investors,
analysts, customers i.e. distributors,
contractors, developers, planning engineers,
architects, subcontractors, building
financiers and owners, authorities, media
and Paroc personnel. In the definition of

key performance indicators for this report
sustainability reporting guidelines and technical protocols of GRI have been applied.
Paroc follows the application level C in
the GRI G3.1 guidelines.
Read more about GRI at www.globalreporting.org.

Reporting scope

Paroc’s products have an overall positive
impact on the environment due to the
benefits during the product’s use. The
negative environmental impacts of Paroc’s
operations occur in production, distribution and installation. The boundary for
environmental indicators is set to Paroc’s
production countries (Finland, Sweden,
Lithuania and Poland).

Paroc sales travel related to environmental indicators are excluded from the
indicators, as well as some of the product
materials that have insignificant impact
on the whole. The most impact comes
from the core production process, i.e.
melting of stone materials.
Economic and social indicators are
reported for the whole organisation. The
social responsibility data on employees’
accidents and sick rates are collected only
at Paroc production sites.
Any changes in the indicators,
their scope, boundary or measurement
methods as reported previously will be
clarified in connection with the given
indicators.
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paroc in brief
Paroc is the leading insulation provider in the Baltic Sea area,
a success that has been built over its 75 years of experience.
In the 2010s the company continues to
grow internationally; it is environmentally
more sustainable as well as cost-efficient
to manufacture products close to the
customers. Sustainable development
directs all of Paroc’s operations – energy
efficiency, low emissions rate and resource

efficiency all contribute in cutting down
the CO₂ footprint.
Paroc’s diverse range of customers
includes industrial and private builders,
constructors, process industry customers,
architects, contractors and retail dealers
among others. The company operates in

14 countries: Belarus, Belgium, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, Gemany, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden,
Ukraine and the United Kingdom. Paroc
Group is owned by a number of banks,
institutional investors and a minority by
Paroc employees.
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Paroc divisions,
products and
solutions
The core of Paroc’s business is creating
energy-efficient solutions that contribute
to sustainable development. In 2012,
the business divisions were Building
Insulation, Technical Insulation, Panel
System and Base Production. In 2013,
Russia will become the fifth division that
includes Building Insulation and Technical Insulation operations with production
in Russia. Russia division is currently
building a new plant in Tver, Russia.

social dimension
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was the energy renovation project Innova
and completing the compressed packs
programme. The division develops its
renovation solutions in 2013 to offer
customers more ready-made solutions.
Building Insulation holds the leading
position in Finland, Sweden and the
Baltics, and aims to expand its offering to
the Russian markets.
Read more about Innova in our report from 2011.

Technical Insulation (TI)

The Technical Insulation division supplies
value-added products and solution used
for thermal, fire, sound and condensation
insulation in HVAC systems, industrial
pipelines and processes, ship structures and
OEM applications. The division’s strengths
lie especially on being able to create beneficial solutions for our customers’ needs.
Technical Insulation strengthened
its market position in 2012, and was
successful especially with fire protection
solutions in ventilation systems. Targets
for 2013 include waste management
programmes and preparing LCAs for
Technical Insulation products. The core
market is in the Nordics, and we see big
potential for profitable growth also in
the Central and Western Europe. Future
growth is expected also from Russia and
Eastern Europe.

Building Insulation (BI)

Building Insulation is Paroc’s biggest
division, offering a wide range of products
and solutions for all types of buildings
and various customer groups. Building
insulation is mainly used for thermal, fire
and sound insulation of exterior walls,
roofs, floors, basements, intermediate
floors and partitions. Acoustic products
include sound absorbing ceilings and wall
panels as well as industrial noise control
products. The division is known for its
deep technical know-how and ability to
adapt to customer needs.
One of the Building Insulation
division’s biggest achievements in 2012

facilities with specialised needs, such as
extra fire safety, hygiene sensitive acoustics,
as well as attractive architecture.
2012 achievements for Panel System
include a new product launch that has
better U-values than the thinner ones,
as well as built-on solutions for better
aesthetics, leaving room for architects
to choose their own material with the
sandwich element. 2013 focus area for
resource efficiency is to improve the
recycling of construction site waste. The
Panel System business areas include the
Nordics, Baltics and Central Europe.

CE mark

Base Production

Base Production is responsible for all line
production, factory activities, and technology related to stone wool. The division
is also responsible for the development
of building insulation products. The
sustainability themes for Base Production
include energy, raw material and waste;
improving energy and resource efficiency.
The main target is to reduce energy use by
30 per cent by the year 2020.
The seven Base Production facilities
are located in Finland, Sweden, Lithuania
and Poland.

3

Paroc Panel System (PPS)

Paroc Panel System offers fire-safe steelfaced sandwich panels with stone wool
cores. The main application areas are
facades, partitions and ceilings in commercial, industrial, office and public buildings.
Panel System also provides solutions for

The CE marking complying with the
Construction Products Regulation of the
European Commission will be mandatory
from July 2013 onwards. We have the right
to mark our products when CE marking can
be applied, and we conform to regulations
in our operations and products. The first
time Paroc insulation products were granted
a CE mark was in 2002.
Since autumn 2012, Paroc’s right to apply the CE marking was extended to cover
Technical Insulation products intended for
insulating HVAC solutions, industrial piping,
storage tanks and equipment and various
customer-specific solutions.
As Paroc operates in 14 countries across
Europe, the internationally recognised CE
marking tells customers that the performance
of the products in the familiar red-andwhite-striped packaging meets the declared
values.
The CE mark, which is an abbreviation
of the French Phrase “Conformité Européenne” (European Conformity), is a mandatory
conformity mark for products placed on
the market in the European Economic Area
(EEA).
By placing the CE mark on a product, a
manufacturer guarantees that the product
conforms to the essential requirements of the
applicable EC directives.
An independent third party, also known
as a notified body, which is authorised to
carry out CE marking testing and plant quality control, verifies the CE marking. Paroc’s
products are carefully controlled at the
plant. In addition to internal quality control,
a notified body (i.e. in Finland VTT Expert
Services Oy) carries out an inspection visit
at every Paroc plant twice a year.
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LEED certified buildings are designed to lower environmental impact.
Paroc headquarters has reached level gold in LEED certification.

Kari Lehtinen, CEO

CEO’s statement
For us at Paroc,
sustainability is an enabler
of profitable growth and
a driver of innovation.

Sustainability forms the basis for how we
operate daily with all of our stakeholders;
customers, personnel, owners and the society at large. We perceive that efficiency
drives our sustainability targets. To build
our business in a sustainable way, we must
create value to our customers.
During 2012 Paroc redefined its
business strategy. The revised strategy
defines five focus areas; customers, growth,
innovation, people as well as sustainability
and efficiency. Even though we have contributed with our products to a sustainably
built environment ever since 1937, this was
the first time sustainability was brought
into the core of our strategy. In 2012
we also published our first sustainability
report, the Paroc Book of Sustainability.
Sustainability steered our actions in
2012 in many ways. In the beginning of
the year we announced our plans to expand our operations in Russia by building
a plant in the Tver region. The Paroc way

of working has always been responsible,
but through this project many operating
policies have now been stated in black and
white. Construction of the new plant has
proceeded as planned and in the end of
2013 we are proud to start operating in
Russia as a local producer of high quality
insulation materials with local personnel.
The new factory will operate by taking
into account the same sustainability
principles as all other Paroc factories.
Read more on page 13.

The business environment was demanding
in 2012. The euro crisis influenced most
of our main markets by slowing down the
construction activities. However, we managed to grow during the first half of the
year in all our business segments. Paroc
also increased its profitability throughout
the year. In 2013 the new construction
market is slack in the Nordic countries
and the rest of Europe, but the renovation

economic al dimension

environmental dimension

market continues to grow. However,
construction activity in both residential
and non-residential markets is forecasted
to decrease in the Nordic countries. In
most of our other markets either flat development or a small increase is expected
in construction activity. Nevertheless, in
Russia we forecast reasonable growth.
Many changes within the organisation
were conducted during 2012. We had
many internal projects on-going to increase the profitability of our operations.
These included centralising the maintenance work at plants, finance operations
into our financial service centre, as well
as reinforcing plant first line management
and our communications and marketing.
With these changes we see great potential
in increasing both efficiency and the
quality of our operations.
The revised strategy puts great
emphasis on our personnel. Year 2012
was devoted to leadership development
and increasing workplace safety. Various
education occasions were arranged for
Paroc leaders at all different levels of the
company. In addition, some changes were
made in first line management at the
plants to improve our daily management.
We put extra effort on internal communications regarding daily occupational
health and safety (OHS) and strategy
communications issues. Partly as a result
of all of these actions the amount of accidents halved compared to the year 2011.

key data

As we see innovation as one of the key
strategic areas, an innovation group has
worked during 2012 to build an operating
model for Paroc to streamline future
innovation work.
During the past year Paroc pioneered
in developing and launching the Cortex
One concept, a weather proof insulation
slab to be assembled straight on the
concrete panel in the element factory.
The development work was done together
with our customers.
Also, the renZEROTM project started
in 2012. Together with its partners
Paroc is developing an energy renovation
concept for old single-family houses.
During the concept development, an
idea of a wall element tailored for energy
renovation was born. The concept is
now being developed in collaboration
with VTT (Technical Research Centre
of Finland) and some building industry
related companies.
Read more about innovations on pages 16 and 35.

Towards the end of the year we made
preparations to run a customer experience
and satisfaction survey in 2013. We want
to increase our understanding of our customers throughout the organisation and
also make sure that our actions are truly
valued by our customers. In the year 2013
we will increase our focus on customers.
We will continue our efforts in innovating customer benefiting solutions for
a more sustainable built environment by
operating even more efficiently.

5

Materiality
analysis
The sustainability topics and indicators included in this report reflect
Paroc’s economic, environmental
and social impacts. The topics
have been identified through
knowledge accumulated in daily
business with customers, thorough
meetings with key stakeholders as
well as through in-house enquiries
and employee satisfaction surveys.
The main mineral wool industry
companies were also benchmarked on their sustainability
thematic and reporting.
This process has resulted in
the identification of main sustainability themes. The GRI Materiality
analysis principles have resulted
in a materiality matrix as shown in
the figure below.
The main themes are apparent
in Paroc’s strategy: Profitable
growth and customer satisfaction
is reached by efficient use of
resources and innovative products,
which can be ensured by taking
care of the health, safety and
well-being of our employees. The
customers’ confidence is achieved
and maintained through strict
compliance with competition and
corruption laws. By investing on
the above-mentioned themes, the
benefits can be seen in Paroc’s
organisational profile.

Very high

Economy
Customer satisfaction
Anticompetitive behaviour

High

Greenhouse gas and
other air emissions

Medium

Water footprint

Health and safety / injury rate
Energy and material use
Waste

Organisational profile

Low

Level of Concern for Stakeholders

Read more about our leadership training on
pages 29–30 and about OHS on page 31.

social dimension

Low

Medium

High

Level of Concern for Paroc

Very high
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global megatrends in the
core of paroc's strategy

Climate change

Resource efficiency

Sustainability

Corporate responsibility

Urbanisation

Well being + design

Globalisation

Mission

Energy efficiency

Paroc is an innovative
and trusted partner for sustainable
built environment.

Economic growth
Consolidation

Strategy statement
We create customer benefits
through growth, innovation
and sustainability.

sustainability
Customers

We work to find
solutions to serve our
customer even better.
Customers are the key
to our success.

and efficiency

people

Our business is based
Our people are our
on creating sustainable
most important resource,
solutions for our customers, and the key enabler in
and through resource
achieving our strategic
efficiency we ensure the
targets.
sustainability of our own
operations.

growth

innovation

Profitable growth
enables us to develop
continuously – adding
value to our customers,
owners and employees.

In a rapidly changing
world, the key in
achieving sustainable
and profitable growth is
innovation.
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Awards and
recognitions
in 2012
Glob al I nsulat ion
C ompany of t he Y e a r

The Global Insulation Conference
in Latvia awarded Paroc as the
Global Insulation Company of
2012. The participants included
insulation manufacturers, construction experts and researchers
from 19 countries. The award
was largely based on Paroc’s
pioneering role in paying attention
to environmental effects of insulation, without disregarding the
company’s innovative solutions for
renovation projects.
I nnova proj e cts re c e i ve d
comme nd at i on at
t he Puu pal k int o awa r ds

Preschool in Stadsskogen in Alingsås,
Sweden is an example of Paroc’s sustainability.
It was built as a passive house in 2008.

Paroc in 2012
Paroc renewed its strategy in 2012 and defined the company’s
present and future focus: Creating value for customers through
growth, innovation and sustainability. The strategy culminates
in accomplished and motivated personnel.

Finnish wood sector promotion
organisations granted the Innova
project in Riihimäki, Finland,
a commendation, praising the
energy-efficient and technically
well-functioning solution for renovating old multi-storey buildings.
The repair time was 50 per cent
shorter than with usual methods
and the residents were able to
remain in their homes throughout
the renovation. The renewed
ventilation system was repaired to
almost meet the standard level of
a passive house.
PAROC FA S B – P rodu c t o f

Year of growth

• In 2012, Paroc’s revenue grew by over
6 per cent and the operating profit by
20 per cent. Most of the material prices
remained approximately at the same
level as 2011, enabling small savings.
• In occupational health and safety
issues Paroc experienced significant
improvements, by e.g. reducing
accident frequency by over 50 per
cent. The company also initiated new
projects on OHS and invested on
people and leadership training.

t he ye ar 2012 in Lit h u a n i a

• The expansion to Russia proceeded
according to plans, and commercial
activity is to be initiated at the end of
2013.
• Paroc established a Financial Service
Centre in Lithuania in April 2012,
concentrating all Paroc countries’
financial offices under one roof.
• The website renewal was completed in
the end of 2012, offering stakeholders
an interesting and timely website as
well as reducing the need for printed
material.

General Director of UAB Paroc,
Jonas Liubertas, accepted a
gold medal for rendered facade
slab PAROC FAS B in the Lithuanian Product of the Year 2012
contest. The contest is considered
to be the most important business
society event in Lithuania. The
product has excellent thermal
properties and has been used for
insulating new buildings as well as
for renovating purposes.
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S u s ta i n a b i l i t y M a n a g e m en t A p p r o a c h

Corporate
governance
Paroc’s corporate governance
system complies with the laws
of Finland, Paroc Group Oy’s
Articles of Association and
the Nasdaq OMX corporate
governance recommendations
concerning publicly listed
companies.
The General Meeting of Shareholders, the
Board of Directors and the CEO comprise the governing bodies responsible for
the governance and operations of Paroc
Group. The supreme decision-making
body is the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders.

Duties and responsibilities

Sustainability is an integral part of Paroc’s
strategy and as such, sustainability issues
are coordinated by the Board of Directors. There is no one person separately
appointed responsible for corporate
responsibility issues within the Board.
The Annual General Meeting elects the
directors for a one-year term; currently
the Board consists of five members. In
2012, the Board of Directors consisted
of Lauri Ratia (Chairman) and members
Máirtín Clarke, Simo Manner, Mats
Paulsson and the CEO of Paroc Kari
Lehtinen. The Board assembled 12 times
in 2012. Apart from Kari Lehtinen, all
of the Board members are independent
of the company. There are two personnel
representatives appointed by the union as
observes in the Board– one from Finland
and one from Sweden. The themes raised
by the representatives included especially
OHS issues.
The Board of Directors is responsible
for the company’s management and
for the appropriate organisation and
supervision of the company’s assets and
business operations. The Board makes all
major decisions on e.g. operating policies,
strategies, capital expenditure, organisation and funding, as well as approves the
company’s values and policies and oversees
their application in practice. The Board
evaluates its working practices annually.

The implementation of the Group
strategy, including the sustainability
agenda, is the responsibility of the CEO.
The action plans for implementing the
Group strategy in the business units is
governed by the Group Management
team. The CEO manages and develops
the Group’s operations in accordance
with the provisions and guidelines laid
down in the Limited Liability Companies’ Act and the Articles of Association
and as issued by the Board. The CEO
regularly reports to the Board on the
Group’s operational performance and
financial position.

Board committees

The Board Committees assist the Board
by preparing the business to be handled
by the Board. The Board has two permanent Committees: the Audit Committee
and the Remuneration Committee. The
permanent committees consist of at least

three members elected by the Board of
Directors. The audit committee convened
two times and remuneration committee
four times in 2012.
In 2012, the Board has set up two temporary committees: Tver1, related to the
Russian expansion project, and the other
on transfer pricing. Both of the temporary
committees have two members.

Auditing

The authorised public accountant firm
elected by the Annual General Meeting
audits the entire Group with regard to
accounting, financial statements, and
administration each financial year. Paroc
Group’s Auditor is PricewaterhouseCoopers Oy, with Kim Karhu, APA, acting as
the auditor in charge in 2012.
For the comprehensive account of
Paroc’s Corporate Governance, visit
www.paroc.com/corporategovernance.
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S u s ta i n a b i l i t y M a n a g e m en t A p p r o a c h

Risks and
opportunities:
Sustainability of
own operations
in key role
Paroc faces many
sustainability opportunities
in its operating environment.
Paroc puts much emphasis
on increasing efficiency in
its own operations.

Paroc’s risk
management
objectives
• Emphasise risk awareness
and proactive management
of risks within the Group,
• Utilise opportunities and
reduce threats with the
aim to gain competitive
advantage,
• Ensure sufficient risk
treatment throughout the
organisation, and
• Manage risks as an
integrated part of
operations, planning
and decision-making
with defined roles and
responsibilities.

Paroc’s business arena offers many opportunities – the products are designed
for energy saving purposes, increasing sustainability and mitigating climate change.
Sustainability is one of today’s megatrends
and its importance is growing all the
time. EU policies, such as the Construction Products Regulation, Eco Design
Directive and Green Public Procurement,
along with new sustainability standards
for construction works as well as building
and product level third party labels, are
all steering the construction industry
towards more sustainable production and
operations.
The tightening of national and EU
regulations for energy efficiency offers
Paroc economic opportunities. The
Directive on the energy performance of
buildings (EPBD) requires that by 2018
all new public buildings must be near zero
energy and all existing public buildings
over 500 m² must be certified and display
certificates. Member States must ensure
that all new buildings are close to zero
energy in 2020. Paroc Group has a target
to reduce energy use by 30 per cent by the
year 2020.
However, it is not enough to be able
to reduce the carbon footprint of our
customers and their customers – opera-

tions within our own company need to
be sustainable as well. This requirement
is seen as an opportunity at Paroc: by
increasing resource and energy efficiency
in our own operations we will also gain
financial advantage. In addition, by
doing e.g. Life Cycle Assessments and
being open about our operations we can
attract new customers – for example
on some public sector projects one of
the requirements in choosing suppliers
is the product’s environmental impact.
Environmental impacts are a growing
trend generally as well.
Paroc needs to develop new products
and solutions in a more sustainable way
to remain one of the leading insulation
manufacturers. Decreasing the material
and environmental footprint of our
products requires innovations and
continuous improvement in operational
efficiency. We answer to the challenge by
setting a strategic target of recovering 45
per cent of our growth from innovations.
The emissions trading system used to
control pollution is a potential risk for
Paroc in the future, although a minor one.
At Paroc, we also constantly seek to find
suppliers that provide more environmentally friendly binder materials to mitigate
their environmental impact.

Risk management

Risk Management is the responsibility of the
Group Management Team, which prepares
and reviews the risk treatment action plans
annually in connection with the Strategic
Planning process.
The CEO has the overall responsibility for
the management of risks in Paroc Group. The
CEO and other executives identify and monitor risks, develop and coordinate risk management activities and update the Group’s
risk profile. In addition, they ensure that risk
management is a continuous and integral part
of the Group’s day-to-day operations.
The Board of Directors deals with the
most significant risks and evaluates the
efficiency of risk management at least once
a year. The risk assessment and the risk
treatment action plans are updated annually. The effectiveness and quality of Paroc
Group’s risk management is monitored
through internal and external audits as part
of the regular auditing programme.

The purpose of risk management at Paroc
Group is to support the values, strategy and
continuity of operations of the Group. The
risk management process, approved by the
Board of Directors, defines the risk management principles, objectives and divisions of
responsibility in the Group as well as the
annual risk review cycle.
Paroc’s risk management is based on an
organisation-wide approach for identifying,
assessing, managing, and monitoring
material risks. The divisions and support
functions manage risks as part of their
day-to-day business operations, and follow
up on risk treatment action plans quarterly.
The risk management process is controlled,
supported and developed by the CFO and
Director, Group Finance, supported by risk
management specialists within the Support
functions and Divisions. The supervision of
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S u s ta i n a b i l i t y M a n a g e m en t A p p r o a c h

Management
systems

Paroc has invested in sustainability for many
years. Company’s external wall constructions
were used in Housing Fair in Oulu, 2005.

Sustainability policy
and operating principles
At Paroc, we promote environmental, social and
financial sustainability in all our operations. The
responsibility of our operations is defined by our
sustainability policy and operating principles.
Sustainability policy

Sustainability is included in Paroc’s
strategy in all its dimensions: we are committed to economic growth, we consider
environmental sustainability in all our
operations and put significant emphasis
on our employees’ health and well-being.
Environmental sustainability is
an important driver in Paroc’s product
management. The aim is to continuously
enhance the energy efficiency of the built
environment by developing sustainable
products and providing technical support.
Paroc has very ambitious targets for
energy saving in its own operations. The
measuring is an integral part of the energy
efficiency work at the plants. Also our
resource use is continuously improved.
Paroc’s social responsibility measures
contribute to the well-being of our
employees as well as to the safety, health,
longevity and aesthetics of our customers’
property. The societal effects extend as
far as mitigating the climate change. At
Paroc, customer and employee satisfaction
is regularly monitored and acted upon.

Economic responsibility is enabled
by fulfilling the environmental and social
responsibility. On the other hand, the
company’s long-term sustainability is
only possible through profitable business.
The sustainability and progress of Paroc’s
operations are measured and reported
openly through Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
In addition to sustainability policy,
Paroc has also defined a risk management
policy, legal affairs policy and a compliance policy.

Operating principles

The actions of our employees are guided
by Paroc’s operating principles. The principles include our values: customer and
market oriented, performance oriented,
open communication and fast actions and
decisiveness.
Employees’ personal development is
ensured by investing in continuous training and by paying attention to the quality,
safety and environmental objectives of
each task.

Paroc has been granted the
ISO14001 certificate that specifies
the actual requirements for an environmental management system
as well as ISO9001 certificate
for quality management system.
The certificate applies to those
environmental aspects which the
organisation has control and over
which it can be expected to have
an influence; e.g. emissions, waste
handling, utilisation of natural
resources and energy efficiency.
The environmental impacts
of production are constantly
measured and improved. Paroc
has also started a programme for
incorporating all company-owned
mines under the ISO certificate
during 2013.
Concerning occupational
health and safety, the OHSAS
18001 certificate has thus far
been applied for only at Paroc’s
site in Poland, for which it has
been granted. However, Paroc
takes the management system’s
requirements into account in
developing OHS processes, and
aims at fulfilling them although
the certificate is not yet in use
throughout the Group.
Impartial classification
institutions perform evaluations
periodically in all Paroc’s production facilities, and result in the
granting of these certificates. The
ISO14001 standard is in effect
until May 2015.
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economical
dimension
The changes in insulation and energy efficiency market open new doors
for innovative technologies and fresh solutions. Paroc strives to add value
to its stakeholders and increase the market value of the whole Group.
To achieve continuous development and achieve stable growth, we need
sustainability in our own operations as well as know-how to be able to
develop sustainable products for our customers. Future growth for Paroc
will be pursued from innovations and by market expansion.
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Distibution of economic value
added to our stakeholders
Economic value added generated 2012 (2011)

Customers
MEUR 431.3 (MEUR 405.3)
Direct i mpact

• We offer our customers high-quality, reliable and sustainable insulation products, solutions, know-how and services

I nd ire ct i mpact

• We provide solutions for our customers and their customers
to help them reduce their environmental footprint
• Our continuous improvement and innovation work leads
to the introduction of new technologies, new products and
services and new knowhow

Distribution of economic value added
Suppliers
and partners

Personnel

Investments

Public sector

MEUR 94,4 (MEUR 87.7)

MEUR 37.2 (MEUR 23.2)

MEUR 5.1 (MEUR 2.6),
community investments
MEUR 0.3 (MEUR 0.1)

MEUR 266.7 (MEUR 262.6)

Owners
and investors
MEUR 17.0 (MEUR 16.4)

Dire c t impact

Dir ect impact

Di re ct i mpact

Dire ct i mpact

Di re ct i mpac t

• We purchase raw
materials, products, services
and know-how from our
partners

• We employ ca. 2,000
persons in14 countries
• We make social security
and employer contributions
according to local laws
and regulations

• We continually invest in
operational efficiency and
sustainability development
in all of our production
countries
• We invest in new markets
i.e. Russia
• We invest in product,
solution and service
development and
technology development
at plants

• We pay income taxes
according to local laws
and regulations

• We pay interests to lenders
and owners

Indire ct impact

• Our purchases create
jobs for our suppliers and
partners
• We aim for long-term
agreements to enable
business development in
long term
• We test & pilot new
solutions with our partners
increasing their and our
own knowledge and
offer new solutions to the
construction market

Indirect impact

• We train and develop our
personnel's competence
and their ability to work
• At all our plant locations
we are a significant local
employer
• We invest in occupational
health and safety and
also the well-being of our
personnel in all locations
• With continues
improvement we offer all
personnel possibility to
affect their own working
conditions and work
content

In d i re ct i mpact

• Our investments create
growth and increase value
to all of our stakeholders
• Our investments create
value to the local society
around our plants
• Our investments offer
our customers and their
customers a smaller CO2
footprint in longterm
• Our investments in new,
environmentally friendly
production methods help
save energy and other
natural resources

I nd ire ct i mpact

• We provide training to
large stakeholder groups
to increase the knowledge
of sustainable construction
related issues
• We work together with
educational institutes
• We provide employment for
many professionals in many
locations
• We work in many lobbying
and trade associations to
promote important issues to
larger stakeholder groups
• Our purchases from
partners create jobs
• We support local
associations, etc. through
i.e. sponsorships

I nd ire ct i mpa c t

• We grow and increase
company value which
enables better profits to our
owners

economic al dimension

environmental dimension

Russia: local
production for a
growing market
Paroc is investing in the
reconstruction of a stone
wool factory in the Tver
region in Russia. Paroc
intends to increase its
market share on the strongly
growing Russian insulation
market. The investment
secures cost efficiency and
delivery reliability in Russia
and provides local job
opportunities.

social dimension

key data

The Russian insulation market is expected
to grow faster than the rest of the
European market – the expected growth
rate is at least 10 per cent annually until
the year 2020. The demand for insulation
products by far exceeds the supply due
to the tightened legislation in the buildings’ energy efficiency and fire safety. In
addition, Russia is clearly a stone wool
market, where Paroc’s product properties
are highly appreciated. Paroc has operated
in Russia for the past two decades and
earned a reputation as a reliable supplier
of quality products. The production from
Tver factory northwest of Moscow will be
targeted mainly to the Russian market.
The first phase of the project is well
underway. The investment agreement was
signed in September 2011 and in 2012
and 2013 the focus is on infra renovations, constructions works and machinery
installation. The first phase includes one
production line for building insulations,
which will start commercial production
towards the end of 2013. The total investment, running until 2020, encompasses
three stone wool production lines and
technical insulation equipment. The total
investment is estimated at 170–180 million euros, of which the first phase stands
for 50 million euros.

Local job opportunities

The aim is to recruit locally. Some 150
experts will be working at the plant when
the first production line opens in 2013,

Paroc operates in Tver area situated at the confluence of the Volga and Tvertsa Rivers.
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and the number of employees will rise to
600 at completion. Paroc will give special
training to new employees to secure the
high quality standards Paroc is known for.
The production from the Tver factory is
primarily intended for the Russian market, but in particular Technical Insulation
products will be exported to the EU area.
Local production implies that Paroc
will be able to increase its cost efficiency
by avoiding customs duty on imports to
Russia and by decreasing logistics costs.
The first production line will make up 10
per cent of Paroc’s total production and
at completion the factory will provide for
almost 30 per cent of Paroc’s production.
Paroc’s current exports to Russia amount
to EUR 25 million and the target is to
double the sales to EUR 50 million by
2015. The new Russian plant will not
have any immediate effect on other Paroc
production sites.

Best available technology to
minimise environmental effects

The new plant will have a limited effect
on the environment as it uses the best
available technology and will be operated
under strict environmental norms.
Environmental and legal due diligence
has been completed in accordance with
the Russian law. As part of the project,
Paroc has invested in both the municipal
sewage and raw water system. Due to this
the local Village of Izoplit has a renewed
sewage and water system.

economic al dimension

environmental dimension

social dimension
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Modus operandi
in Russia
Paroc has developed Good citizenship,
occupational health, safety and environment business principles as an expression
of its own commitment and the expectations Paroc has for suppliers in Russia.
The principles have been made to govern
operations now at the new factory in
Russia, but will be implemented wider to
other countries as well.
• Paroc strives to be a responsible
corporate citizen
• Paroc contributes to meet the highest
legal, ethical, health and safety
standards, to ensure high quality of its
products and to be a reliable partner to
suppliers, subcontractors or business

•

•

•
•
•
•
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partners in creating a stable and
prosperous social environment
Paroc complies with all laws and
regulations applicable to its businesses
and Paroc is implacably opposed to
corruption
Paroc strongly believes it has the
responsibility to engage in employment
practices that meet the highest legal
and ethical standards
Paroc considers health and safety
management an important part of
leadership
Paroc considers quality and
environment issues in all its operations
Paroc aims to continuously improve
operations and ensure high quality in
all processes
Paroc’s ultimate goal is to meet the
needs of its customers and stakeholders

Future growth from Russia

Tver plant will be
in operation in 2013.

Paroc sees that the Russian market offers good growth potential. Paroc is planning first to focus on the central and northwest region but in the longer term, the
areas south and east of Moscow are seen as interesting markets as well.
The total project in Tver encompasses three phases including three stone
wool production lines and Technical Insulation equipment. Annual production
capacity will amount to 150 thousand tons by completion in 2020, and the
plant will employ 600 people in total.

economic al dimension

environmental dimension
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environmental
dimension
Paroc is a pioneer in both low-energy house concepts as well as cutting
edge concepts for cost-effective energy refurbishments. By developing our
offering, we aim to reduce the energy use in the built environment in line
with our own sustainability needs and those of our customers.
In the last two years we have initiated ambitious development activities
to improve our own use of resources, including energy efficiency
and waste management projects.
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Products

Cortex One insulation chosen
for Jätkäsaari project in Finland

Paroc invests in product
development and research
for more environmental
friendly solutions.

Sustainability
innovations
Paroc strives to develop
innovations that support
environmental and energy
efficiency targets for both
building and renovation.

Paroc Cortex One
weatherproof slab

Paroc launched a new insulation solution
for multi-storey residential building
concrete facades with excellent moisture
and fire safety properties. The product is
a stone wool weatherproof insulation slab
where the surface of the product is treated
with a non-combustible Cortex One
coating. The slab is attached directly on to
the concrete panel in the element factory,
providing thermal insulation already at
the construction stage as well as protecting
the structures from wind and rain. The
innovative product can be applied in building sustainable new high-rise residential
buildings or for restoring buildings with
moisture damages. The new product was
developed together with concrete panel
customers.

Two new high-rise residential buildings
under construction in Jätkäsaari, Helsinki,
were the first ones to pilot weather-safe
Cortex One slabs in the concrete panels.
The central criterion for the customer
in choosing this solution was to avoid
construction-based moisture damage, a
typical risk when constructing in difficult
weather conditions. The city of Helsinki
requires strict weather protection when
building close to the sea.
The tailor-made weatherproof slabs
have been attached to the concrete panels
beforehand, minimising construction
waste and speeding the assembly process
up significantly. Mika Mäkelä, work
manager of the construction company
Reponen, compliments the multiple
positive properties of Cortex One: “We
can turn on the heating immediately after
the installation of the elements, doors and
windows because we don’t have to insulate
at the site. In addition to time saving, we
also save in scaffolding and intermediate
storage costs, as the elements arrive on the
appointed days. The residential Jätkäsaari
buildings’ completion is estimated early
2014.

renZEROTM

The renZEROTM is a collaborative project
between Paroc and its cooperation
partners, the aim of which is to develop
an energy renovation concept for singlefamily houses built in the 40s, 50s, 60s
and 70s. The concept is a combination of
structural and technical building services
solutions that enable the transformation
of an old timber-framed house into a
nearly zero-energy building. The concept
development has advanced according to
plans and the Technical Research Centre
of Finland (VTT) has filed a report on
its compatibility for the conditions in
Finland and Sweden.
The concept is funded by the Finnish
Funding Agency for Technology and
Innovation (TEKES), and will be piloted
in Finland and Sweden during 2013.
VTT will follow the functioning of the
structures and technical systems as well as
energy consumption in both destinations
for one year, and in the end file a concluding report based on the measurements.
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Products

New product development projects
Idea creation
Idea development
Prestudies

Services/Applications/Material
New product technology

Existing product development
“Tuning”, “Versioning”, “Improving”
Production improvement

Innovation
pipeline renewal
Paroc initiated the renewal of
its innovation process in 2012.
One of the main purposes for the
renewal is to promote collaboration and
transparency between the divisions already
at an early stage of idea creation. Other
targets of the renewal include harmonising the project management model and
putting extra emphasis on new product
development in addition to the on-going
improvement projects.
Paroc also reviewed its product
development strategy and the development portfolio roadmap. The main
drivers were identified at the same time:
energy efficiency, waste management
and value creation through services and
application development. The innovation
pipeline has been finalised in 2013, and
implementation begins with the project
management model. The next step is
promoting, gathering and processing new
ideas. Paroc is creating mechanisms to
support and encourage both stakeholders and personnel to participate and
contribute to the front end of innovation.

Paroc’s innovative PARAFON
Royal is a high-class, non-combustible
stone wool based acoustic slab for
private and public spaces.
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Products

Recycling/Re-use

Raw material extraction

Life cycle of
building products

Demolition

Production

Use

Construction

Life Cycle Assessment
signifies the product’s footprint
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) represents a
scientific way of evaluating the environmental impacts of a product from cradle
to grave. At product level, LCA is an
inventory of product’s impact throughout
its life – from the extraction of raw
materials to the product’s demolition or
the de-construction of a building. The
indicators with which LCA is measured
are standardised and are linked to such
issues as waste, emissions and consumption of resources.
Paroc’s LCA includes the quarrying of
stone, transportation of material, melting

of the stone, production of stone wool,
transportation to site, use, possible maintenance and recycling of the product. Paroc
has prepared a generic LCA and will expand the LCA performed to product EPD’s
(environmental product declarations) in 3
product categories in 2013. LCA is not yet
obligatory for the CE-marking; however
Paroc offers LCA/EPD’s for its customers’
use already in advance.
Read more about the life-cycle
impacts of PAROC stone wool at
www.paroc.com/knowhow/sustainability.

Stonewool slabs on
the way to packing at
Parainen factory, Finland.
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Products
Paroc’s acoustic slabs used in an office building in Sturenkatu 27, Helsinki.

Green
building labels

Voluntary rating systems

Ratings systems allow transparency in
showing the performance in the planned
environment throughout the entire life
span. Rating systems evaluate buildings
through threshold values both in national
and international regulations. A number
of countries have also set up Green
Building Councils to lead green building
certification.

Paroc endorses the
assessment of environmental
impact of buildings based
on international ISO
and CEN standards.
In addition, Paroc supports LEED
LEED is an internationally recognised
voluntary building rating green building label, providing building
and operators with a framework
systems allowing designers, owners
for identifying and implementing practiconstructors, investors and cal green building design, construction,
and maintenance solutions.
users to rate real estate operations
LEED certified buildings are designed
objects with a unified to lower operating costs and increase
value, reduce waste sent to landfills,
methodology. asset
conserve energy and water and reduce
harmful greenhouse gas emissions. In
addition, the buildings are designed to
be healthier and safer for occupants.

BREEAM

BREEAM is the world’s leading assessment method and rating system for

Itat estrum
assita epercienihil
id que liquis pos con
rem eossime plabo.

sustainable buildings. It sets the standard
for best practice in sustainable building
design, construction and operation.
BREEAM addresses wide-ranging
environmental and sustainability issues
and enables developers, designers and
building managers to demonstrate the
environmental credentials of their buildings to clients, planners and other initial
parties.

PromisE

PromisE is a Finnish environmental
assessment and classification system for
new and existing buildings. The system
includes four main categories: health of
users, consumption of natural resources,
environmental loadings and environmental risks.
Paroc supports the systems mentioned
above giving additional credits for the
certifier to reach a higher rating in the
system.
Read more about green
building standards and labels at
www.paroc.com/knowhow/sustainability/
green-building-standards-and-labels.
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Production

Responsible
mining
Paroc acts for sustainable
mining by complying with
respective laws and permits,
communicating actively
with landowners and
neighbours, and by being
material efficient.
In the production of stone wool, the
extraction of raw material, stone, is a
procedure that has an impact on the environment. Paroc has 8 mines in Finland,
6 of which are in active use. The mining
process complies with the Finnish Mining
Act, Environmental law, Decree on Mining
safety and the mining permits. In addition,
the subcontractors’ actions including the
mining, crushing and storing of stone is
supervised at regular intervals. Paroc has
its own mine geologists present to ensure
the safety of people and the environment
during the mining process.

Open communication
ensures good relations

Keeping good relations with landowners
and neighbours is of great importance to
Paroc both during the mine’s use as well
as after the closure of the mine. The good
relationship is maintained by regular and
open communication with landowners,
for instance informing neighbours
living close to the quarry about working
schedules, such as blasting times.
Close to residential areas, careful
attention is paid to working times and
noise regulations. During summer time,
Paroc tries to avoid operating in quarries
that are located close to summer cottages.
“We communicate with our neighbours
and landowners via letters, phone calls
and even over a cup of coffee. A human
contact can often drive away some of
the groundless suspicions and myths associated with mining,” says Paroc’s Chief
Geologist Jan Hakala.

Olivine

Basalt

Anorthosite

Diabase

Careful
selection
of suppliers

Amphibole

Dolomite

100 per cent material efficiency

Paroc makes use of everything that it
quarries either in its own production
of stone wool, in other industries, in
building the mine infrastructure or by
selling the crushed stone or macadam for
civil engineering. The mining produces no
process water, but the rain or groundwater
piling up in the quarry is carefully monitored when pumping the water back into
the ecosystem.
Once the mining is completed, the
safety of the site is secured according to
the Finnish Mining Act and Environmental law by e.g. setting up a fence around
the mine. Paroc restores the mining area
by landscaping, if needed, to mitigate the
visual effects of mining. Landscaping,
including the planting of trees, is done as
far as possible already during the mine’s
active period.
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Paroc has suppliers from various
fields, e.g. raw material, transportation, maintenance services and
spare part suppliers, to name a
few. In 2012, Paroc’s purchases of
goods, services and raw materials
were MEUR 266.7 in total.
Paroc uses subcontractors, for
example on its mining, crushing
and storing of stone. In Finland,
Paroc complies with the Act on
the contractor’s obligations and
liability when work is contracted
out (Tilaajavastuulaki).
Before initiating a supplier or
subcontractor contract, Paroc visits
the supplier’s site to make observations on the production processes
and working conditions. Currently
there are no regular audits for
Paroc’s suppliers, but should a
suspicion arise of a supplier’s
misconduct, an inspection will be
performed.
The occupational health
and safety issues are present in
each supplier contract. For its
operations in Russia, Paroc has
compiled a ‘Good citizenship’
appendix that each new supplier
needs to sign in association
with the contract. The appendix
describes Paroc’s ways of working
and requires similar kind of
responsible behaviour from its
suppliers. The use of the appendix
is currently piloted in Russia, but
extended use is also considered.
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Production

Production
Efficient use of raw materials and energy belong to Paroc’s key indicators in production
management. By focusing on waste prevention, waste reuse and recycling, Paroc reduces
the need for virgin stone and improves energy efficiency at the same time.
Outstanding raw material

Paroc’s stone wool is made of natural
stone, which is a good basis for products.
Stone is almost inexhaustible natural
resource; it will be available for the entire
lifetime of humanity.
In Paroc approximately two per
cent of the volume of stone wool is
molten rock and a tiny bit is binder. The
remaining 98 per cent is air. Together
these make a durable, natural insulating
material that protects from fire and
repels water.

Production of stone wool

After raw material extraction, the actual
production process begins. Major part
of the process equipment has been innovated, developed and built by Paroc.
The first stage is the melting of stone,
which is an energy-consuming procedure.
To mitigate the impact of this stage of
production, Paroc focuses on improving
the energy efficiency in the melting
process. In addition, each individual
factory has its own material efficiency
programme.

The second stage is forming, which
includes the fiberisation of the melt,
binder application and product mat
formation. Fibre is drawn under suction
onto a moving conveyor to form a mat
of fibres. Paroc does not produce its own
binder but develops environmentally
friendly binder materials together with
external supplier.

For each tonne of CO2
generated in the manufacturing
process of stone wool, about
200 tonnes of CO2 are saved by
its thermal insulation properties
over a 50-year period.
(Source: EURIMA)

The last stage of the production
process is curing: cooling and finishing
the product. At this stage the product is
air-cooled and cut to size before packaging. During packaging, stone wool can

Wired mat production at Lappeenranta factory, Finland.

be compressed to take less than half of its
actual space, reducing transportation costs
among other things.

Material efficiency
a high priority

To reach 100 per cent material efficiency
and ensure as sustainable a production
process as possible, Paroc focuses on getting more out of less. Building Insulation
division has launched the eXtra product
family in Scandinavia that contains the
same amount of raw material as before,
but the products have better insulation
properties. In co-operation with Base production, the thermal conductivity value
of the material was lowered, meaning that
less material is needed in insulation.
Resource efficiency comes from wise
choices and efficient use. In the case of
raw materials, this means using non-virgin
and local sources as much as possible.
Paroc also aims to use raw material that
requires less energy, and avoids e.g. the
use of dolomite. Our target is to maximise
the raw material yield and use 100 per
cent of what we buy.
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Production

Energy use
reduction as
a key target

savings of about 1,5 per cent. The audit
is performed in the plants of Oulu and
Parainen in 2013 and will gradually
extend to all of Paroc’s plants.

In 2012, Paroc set as a strategic target to
be 30 per cent more energy efficient by the
year 2020. The concrete measures to reach
this target have been initiated in 2012,
including
• basic knowledge increase and
evaluation of technology improvement
projects for e.g. the melting process
• increasing operative efficiency – each
plant has its own energy efficiency
project
• arranging energy audits in plants
• communicating sustainability within
plant personnel

Process
efficiency
through
Wedge Process
Diagnostics

The energy that is used
during production is saved
up to two hundred times
during the product’s lifetime.

Paroc has invested in distributing best practices throughout
the Group by acquiring Wedge
Process Diagnostics tool for all
of its production facilities. The
tool is designed to reinforce
monitoring and analysis of all
continuous processes.

Energy use

Operative efficiency is closely monitored
and each plant has its own energy
efficiency project. Energy audits are
conducted according to the Finnish
Motiva’s system, specialised in energy and
material efficiency. The EU Commission’s
Energy efficiency directive sets Energy
Audits compulsory by 2015. The same
directive suggests a yearly target of energy

Paroc promotes wise choices, therefore the
focus has been on using green electricity
and bioenergy in own operations.
However, the dependence of coke was one
of the reasons we decided to initiate the
energy efficiency programme in 2012.
A closer analysis of the results revealed
that the Group has managed to use
melting energy more efficiently – thus
energy efficiency in Paroc exceeds the EU
Commission requirements.
Paroc prefers low-carbon fuels. In
practice we strive to substitute oil with
natural gas, propane or biogas whenever
possible. In 2012, the energy efficiency
project got a kick-start and Paroc is well
underway to meet the targets.
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What kind of benefits
does Wedge offer, Base
Production Technology
Director Tommy Lindgren?
“Wedge is fast, visual and
easy to use, and it enables
combining process, quality and
productivity data to one data
set. This in combination with
efficient data analysis tools
provides a great platform for
more efficient troubleshooting,
development work and for the
process efficiency follow-up."
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Due to rising energy consumption Paroc Group decided to initiate the energy efficiency programme in 2012.
2010

2011

2012
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Nitrogen oxides (NOx /NO2)
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Particles
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Total emissions
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Production
Prefabricated elements reduce
the amount of construction waste.

Avoiding landfill
by systematic
recycling
Paroc’s aim is to reach 100 per cent
material efficiency, which incorporates
the minimising of production waste. The
programme “Zero waste to landfill” has
produced good results – during 2011 and
2012 we managed to redirect 18 per cent
of the waste otherwise ending up in landfill as compared to 2010. We see waste as
a resource; therefore we will continue the
work during the coming years.
Excess stone wool from production
can be used in other forms: waste material
generated by cutting boards is used as raw
material for new stone wool products,
reducing the amount of new stone raw
material needed and contributing to
material efficiency. The part ending up in
landfills consist mainly of cleaning waste
and fractions that are impossible to recycle.

t otal waste s (LANDFI LL) ( t )

“Zero waste
to landfill”

Efficient use
of waste

30,000.. ...........................................................................

The project initiated in 2011
has produced visible results:
during 2012 Paroc managed
to cut down waste to landfill
with as much as 3,000 tonnes.
The Trzemeszno plant in
Poland does not landfill any
waste, and the Hällekis plant in
Sweden and Parainen in Finland
follow suit with under 10 per
cent of waste going to landfill.

• Reduce – Reuse – Recycle –
Rewool
• Recycle process waste
– waste injection or
briquetting
• Reuse of internal product
waste
• Introduce a system for
recycling customer building
and demolition waste
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Co n s t r u c t i o n a n d r e co n s t r u c t i o n

Construction and
reconstruction
Paroc develops and tests
sustainable concepts for a
wide range of construction
and industry applications:
building insulation, HVAC,
technical and marine
insulation, sandwich panels
and interior acoustics.
Energywise HouseTM
solutions for houses and
residential buildings

Paroc has notable experience in constructing low-energy buildings and regularly
contributes to the construction and
building of passive houses. Paroc was also
responsible of building the first passive

Stone wool
is safe to handle
Paroc stone wool fibre is confirmed to be
safe through compliance with Commission
health and safety criteria.
Paroc stone wool fulfills the European
Chemical Agency REACH and CLP requirements: products can be handled safely and
contain no hazardous material or irritants.
To ensure product safety, Paroc Group
produces only certified bio-soluble stone
wool fibre, which cannot be classified as
carcinogenic to humans.

house in the Nordic countries. We have
piloted passive houses for example in
Finland, Sweden and Lithuania.
In addition to passive houses, Paroc
has piloted energy renovation methods for
residential buildings, such as the Innova
concept. In 2013, Paroc will also collaborate in an energy renovation concept,
renZEROTM, that can be applied to singlefamily houses built in the 1940s–1970s.

Meeting the demands
of shipbuilding industry

The shipbuilding industry sets very high
requirements for safety and comfort.
Our marine and offshore products are
developed for the needs of the modern
shipbuilding and offshore industry, and are
always tested as complete structures, as it is
vital that the products endure hard conditions onboard ships and oil platforms. The
products and structures used in ships must
be fire tested and approved according to
the rules and regulations of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).

To ensure the builders’ safety in the installation stage, we provide constructors with
specific installation instructions. The builders
are an important link in the chain – correct
installation of the stone wool ensures that
the product performs its task as tested. The
safety and ease of installation is also taken
into account in packaging development and
special installation tools. Paroc for example
sells and rents hoists specifically designed
for managing stone wool elements.
Read more about product safety at
www.paroc.com/knowhow/health-and-safety.

Efficient
transportation
and storage
Although traffic and transportation
affect the environment, material
transports still have to be taken care
of. Paroc’s factories are located close
to the market areas, decreasing the
transportation distances. The objective is to minimise unnecessary idle
running and improve the transport
efficiency by keeping the vehicles
loaded.
The high compression rate of stone
wool also affects the transportation
and storing efficiency – the lowdensity products can be packed up
to half of their nominal value, which
decreases the need of lorries and fuel,
thus cutting down exhaust emissions.
After launching the low-density packs
in Finland in 2012, the 60% compressed packs are now in use in all of
Paroc’s markets. The packs offer extra
room, saving time, money and the
environment – and less storage room
is needed. In addition, the amount of
package material and package waste
is reduced. The compressed packs
offer benefits for all parties of the
supply chain – producer, retailer and
contractor.
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Us e
Paroc insulations are versatile and can be used in many contexts.

Environmental
benefits from
Paroc insulations
The energy-saving potential of houses is
enormous: properly insulated homes use
only 20 per cent of the energy needed
to heat a standard house. Heating takes
up 75 per cent of the energy used in
buildings, and buildings consume 40 per
cent of all energy in the EU. Buildings
are also responsible for one-third of the
world’s greenhouse gas emissions, and,
consequently, represent the largest and
most cost-effective way to mitigate those
emissions.
The environmental impacts of Paroc’s
products occur in production, transportation, installation and disposal. However,
during the product’s life cycle these
impacts are by far exceeded by the positive
impacts: over a home’s 50-year lifetime,
Paroc stone wool insulation can save
more than 200 times the CO₂ emissions
that are generated during manufacture,
transportation, installation and disposal of
the product.
In addition to environmental benefits,
the long life-span of Paroc insulations offers an advantage – the product requires no
maintenance costs and preserves its quality
throughout the life-span of the building.
Moreover, energy efficient buildings save
money through reduced energy use.
Read more about safety and comfort
enabled by Paroc stone wool on page 38.
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En d o f l i fe

End of life
can also mean
rebirth
Paroc has extensive
programmes on how to reduce
production waste, and has
already achieved its target “no
waste to landfill” at one site in
Poland. However, Paroc also
strives to minimise waste going
to landfill at construction sites,
and has various programmes
underway to increase
construction waste recycling.
Many possibilities for
Paroc stone wool re-use

In order to minimise waste, Paroc offers
application-oriented product sizes and provides instructions on how to estimate the
correct amount of insulation. However it’s
estimated that about 5 per cent of the used
volume of stone wool becomes waste during installation. For industrial customers
it is possible to format the products into a
specific size already at the factory, enabling
Paroc to re-use the waste material.
The waste can be re-used for different
purposes. To avoid unnecessary transportation, the waste should be re-used where
it is generated. One example is to use the
waste as blowing wool insulation when
processed in a special shredder machine.
Paroc has the ability to handle clean
customer waste at all sites. With the
REWOOL® system, waste is recycled and
turned into new blowing wool insula-

tion, instead of being sent for disposal.
The system involves the collection and
transport of waste to the nearest plant and
production of new blowing wool insulation. A small fee is charged for collecting
the waste and transportation, thus avoiding the need for landfill disposal. Many
house manufacturers and large contractors
have taken up on this opportunity, as the
amounts used are big and possibilities for
re-use extensive.
Used stone wool is also suitable for
re-use as thermal insulation at a new
site, provided that the material can be
extracted intact from its previous location.

New measures under
development to increase
construction waste recycling

To increase the customers’ willingness to
recycle waste, there needs to be an affordable and straightforward means to recycle

waste. The Building Insulation division
has specific instructions for customers on
how to recycle excess material, and e.g. in
Sweden and Finland, collaboration deals
with service companies that take care
of e.g. plastic recycling. For pallets the
Building Insulation offers pallet recycling,
and Technical Insulation a deposit system
in Finland.
Other divisions also have targets to
increase construction waste recycling and
the development projects will continue in
2013. The recycling per centage for Panel
System customers is already quite high
as the metal sheets used in the panels are
fairly valuable. Technical Insulation also
provides tailor-made products to certain
pipe sizes that are cut beforehand at the
factory.
Read more about recycling at
www.paroc.com/knowhow/sustainability.
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Social dimension
Paroc is a responsible employer, and we continuously aim
at improving the health and safety of our employees. We
provide our employees opportunities to develop themselves
professionally to ensure fulfilling careers. Social responsibility is
also evident in Paroc’s products: fire safety and healthy indoor
air contribute to the end users’ health and safety. By developing
new solutions to improve buildings’ energy efficiency, we also
participate in combating climate change.

Paroc offers solutions for public spaces, schools for example.
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Em p l oy ee s

Employees are
Paroc’s number
one resource

The immediate HR objectives include
focusing on the health and safety of
employees, putting emphasis on talent by
mentoring, training and coaching programmes and developing leadership skills
further. Paroc has also set a demanding
target of zero accidents in the workplace,
and made good progress in pursuing the
target in 2012. Paroc strives to invest
in its employees’ health and well-being
starting from the workplace all the way to
healthy retirement days.

The reshaping of
Paroc’s strategy in 2012
included defining the
main focus areas for
the company, and one
surveys
significant area constitutes Satisfaction
direct courses of action
the employees of Paroc. To investigate the employees’ satisfaction

Paroc organised a Group-wide Pulse survey
in 2011. The results were analysed towards
the end of the year and in 2012 Paroc’s HR
concentrated on taking actions based on the
results. The management has set a target to
improve the number of favourable answers
up to 70 per cent in the 2013 Pulse.
More on Paroc Pulse actions on page 32.

Paroc fosters the dialogue between
employees and the management. In addition to country cooperation bodies, Paroc
has also had its own European Works
Council since 1999. EWC facilitates the
sharing of information and consultation
between the employees and management
at Group level. EWC holds meetings once
a year in which the CEO of Paroc is the
Chairman and all division directors and

the HR director are present. In addition,
the EWC working committee assembles
three times annually. On a local scale the
dialogue is maintained through national
cooperative bodies organized according to
local legislation and collective agreements.
On individual level development discussions include all Paroc’s employees.

Financial
service centre
in Vilnius
In 2012 Paroc sought to
simplify and harmonise its
ways of working which led to
organisational restructuring.
The biggest change occurred
in the financial department
as Paroc established a new
financial service centre in
Vilnius, Lithuania, centring
operations from different local
offices. Employees of the the
local financial functions were
offered a post in Vilnius, but
only one person accepted the
offer. The new financial centre
employs 35 people.

2011

2012

1,933

1,964

661

695

Blue-collar workforce

1,272

1,269

Number of male workers

1,636

1,645

297

319

Total work f orce

Total workforce
White-collar workforce

Number of female workers
The avarage amount of personnel during 2012 was 2,019.
The number has been reported in the Financial statements 2012.

2,000 300
Paroc employs
2,000 people
throughout Europe

In 2012 Paroc
employed over 300
summer workers
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Motivated employees through
versatile training opportunities
At Paroc, we encourage our employees to
develop themselves professionally, and the
general training intensity has increased
over the past years. The production
personnel have factory-specific trainings,
including product and product application trainings, and individuals’ wishes for
further training are warmly welcomed.
The employees are also offered different
career opportunities within the house. At
the moment circa 20 people are working
as production developers, and their duties
have changed significantly. In addition
to training, they have had a chance to
travel, get to know different factories’
practices and participate in the building
and mobilising of new production lines.
At Paroc, the chance to develop oneself is
everyone’s prerogative.

Special emphasis on 		
leadership training

The Paroc Pulse results indicated that
there was room for improvement in
manager and supervisor work, and for
that reason the 2012 trainings focused
especially on leadership development.
Over 100 Paroc managers participated
in the Leadership Journey, the agenda of
which consisted of going through strategy
aspects, leadership, customers and innovation. The factory supervisors in Finland
participated in First Line management
training that was coordinated by our
training partner the Management Insti-

tute of Finland (MIF). Paroc also set up
an Influencer programme with MIF for
experts from different countries. Since the
establishment in 2011, the programme
has been run six times.

Continuous improvement

In addition to leadership training, the
Technical Insulation division has developed a continuous improvement model
that brings decision-making closer to the
problem areas. There are both voluntary
officials and workers that have been
appointed to use as much as 100 per cent
of their time in continuous improvement
projects. A big part of the production
personnel participate in courses and
in-service trainings for continuous
improvement. The trainings have covered
e.g. problem solving methods and lean
thinking tools that improve productivity
and efficiency, enabling continuous
productivity and efficiency improvement.
In late 2012, the Technical Insulation
model was under revision with participation from Base Production and Panel
System, and a common Paroc continuous
improvement concept was formed, as well
as a Group-level Continuous Improvement organisation. Base Production and
Panel System factories are taking the
model in use during 2013, and the aim is
to engage 30 per cent of the plants’ employees in internal development projects
within two years.

29
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Em p l oy ee s

Leadership Journey
from the front row
Fredrik Mörck, Factory Manager of
the Hässleholm plant in Sweden found the
Leadership journey extremely useful.
“The training was organized in three
modules: the first focused on Paroc’s
renewed strategy, second on leadership and
the last on customer focus and innovation.
I had had similar kind of leadership training
in Sweden before, but this time it was
especially interesting to work together with
people from different countries – everyone
bringing their own input and point of view
in the discussions.”
According to Mörck, everyone felt free to
speak openly during the discussions.
“Ramesh Fatania, a British management
and strategy expert led the modules, and I
think he had a very good approach on the
training, keeping the right balance of methods with group work, practical exercises
and lecturing.”

During 2012 the top 120
managers of Paroc have
worked in evaluating the Paroc
Values within the Leadership
Journey training sessions.
The work continues in 2013
with the launch of revised set
of values deriving from the
Paroc culture, Paroc customers
and personnel.
After the first two modules the implementation of the measures began in Hässleholm
by identifying the most important aspects to
focus on. The communication of the strategy
began and a factory-specific master plan
was devised.
“Communicating the strategy and
connecting the employees to Paroc’s vision
brought new meaning in their work. It is
now important to hold this line, as these
processes always take time.”
The Hässleholm supervisors meet up four
times a year to follow up on the progress
of the master plan. Mörck emphasises the
importance of continuous improvement:
“The world is not the same as it was 20
years ago. We need to be flexible and able
to develop ourselves continually in the fast
and changing world.”

Hässleholm factory, Sweden.
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Investing in personnel’s
health & safety pays back

OHS successes
rewarded

For Paroc, safety and well-being of its employees
is the number one priority.
2012 was a year of implementation and
results, including decreasing accident
frequency by over 50 per cent. The work
done in the previous years was focused
on harmonising the Group’s basic OHS
processes, e.g. risk assessment, and in
2012 the results were clearly seen.
The focus areas in 2012 were
• promoting safety culture throughout
the Group, starting from individual
attitudes to communication and safety
equipment regulations
• health and working ability through
ergonomics and health workshops
• well-being and employee satisfaction
by investing in leadership training and
defining roles and responsibilities
The health and safety training continues
in 2013 with further programmes.

Versatile communication
of OHS strategy

Paroc’s long-term target is to reach zero
accidents, and the initiative had an efficient
launch. We managed to cut accident frequency by 50 per cent compared to 2011,

and we have set ambitious targets for 2013.
Sick leaves were also reduced and Paroc
aims to diminish them at a regular rate.
The notable improvements in OHS are
partly due to improved communication
mechanisms. In addition to the training
workshops and face-to-face communication, personnel is informed of safety issues
through intra news, info TV bulletins,
training video clips and notice boards.
Some sites also organised a safety day
to communicate the training package
contents.

Over 1 year without
accidents in Hällekis and
Skövde, Sweden.

Well-being through active
lifestyle and preventive work

Paroc supports employee well-being by
offering sports and culture vouchers for
local services. Depending on the location,
Paroc employees also get discount in local
facilities, such as gyms, public swimming

In 2012, Paroc launched a
remuneration programme
to reward individual factory
employees on good health and
safety performance.
What is the system like?
Safety is now a part of
remuneration in each factory
throughout the Group. Positive
development in accident
frequency is rewarded on top
of the normal salary.

pools, badminton etc. Maintaining an
active lifestyle reflects on the overall
health and well-being of employees, the
makers of Paroc’s success.
Future challenges for Paroc in the
OHS area include to a large extent
changes in health and safety culture.
In Sweden the progress has advanced
furthest, in the form of preventive health
and safety work in collaboration with local service providers. In Finland a similar
kind of project is starting together with
an employee pension insurance company,
and in Poland and Lithuania a mapping
of employees’ lifestyles, personal condition and working ability is underway.

OHS Vision
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Paroc Pulse:
From careful
analysis to
concrete actions
Paroc’s operations are divided across
Europe and Russia, setting challenges to
attain unified ways of working. The 2011
Group-wide Paroc Pulse survey included
all Group employees, which helped to
identify areas that most need attention.
On the basis of the results Paroc decided
to put strong emphasis on occupational
health and safety, leadership training and
reinforcing personal development opportunities. Measures to improve the in-house
communication were also taken.

OHS and leadership
support each other

The survey indicated, that low scores in
OHS issues seem to reflect at least partly
issues with leadership. According to the
answers, self-directing teams with very
little leadership had led to unnecessarily
large responsibility on individual employees. To improve the situation, Paroc
decided to add e.g. shift managers at the
production sites. This and other measures
to improve the facility and safety of work,
such as making the work environment
hazard-free and adding regulations on
personal protection equipment, resulted
in major decrease in accident frequency.
Good leadership is central for the
well-being of employees, and in 2012
Paroc invested on leadership training on
different management levels. The top 100

managers participated in Paroc Leadership
Journey and the production site managers
in Finland had first line management
training.
Read more about Paroc’s occupational
health and safety on page 31 and leadership
programmes on pages 29–30.

Brainstorming for
better work practices

Enjoyment and motivation towards work
is often a combination of good leadership
and the possibility to influence on one’s
duties. Paroc has initiated continuous
improvement projects already in 2011,
through which employees are able to
develop and design smarter and more
flexible working practices together. The
areas under development include e.g.
managing waste and extra costs or untangling reasons for workplace frustration.
Continuous improvement roll-outs will
continue in the coming years.

Resourceful solutions
for better communication

Paroc also took communication methods
under close scrutiny, aiming to develop
internal communication in a more active
and visualised direction. The Paroc OHS
intra pages were re-constructed and safety
issues communicated through workshops
and training.
The Technical Insulation division
also set up a “morning meeting room”
in each of its factories where people
can take a look at the plant’s current
production efficiency, as well as what the
most prioritised actions at the factory are.
“Morning meeting rooms” are in use in all
of Technical Insulation’s factories.

2011 Paroc
Pulse in a
nutshell
The response rate of the survey
was very high, 85 per cent, which
was a 10 per cent improvement
since the previous study. The
share of favourable answers (i.e.
4 or 5 on the scale of 0–5) was
63 per cent, and Paroc aims at
raising the number in the 2013
survey. Paroc has defined the
engagement index as one of
the company’s Key Performance
Indicators, and set a target of
70 per cent positive answers by
2015. The engagement index
includes such subjects as overall
job content, motivation, appreciation and employer image.
The results revealed that the employees were least satisfied with
safety issues and management
and leadership, and the employer
image was also below Paroc average. This may have resulted from
the difficult and unstable overall
financial situation in Europe and
the ownership and management
changes of the previous years.
In many countries’ production
facilities Paroc had also trusted on
self-directing teams with very little
leadership present, which had led
to unnecessarily large workloads
on individual employees and
general discontent. On the other
hand, the respondents gave
good grades on team spirit and
colleagues as well as own work,
indicating overall content.

84%

of Paroc’s personnel
would recommend
Paroc as an employer
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Way o f w o r k i n g

Installing PAROC Pro Segments on heated pipeline.

Our ways
of working
Paroc values human rights and complies
with national laws and regulations in each
country it operates. Paroc’s operations are
driven by our values, for which we have
worked during 2012 and will continue in
the coming years. We strive for responsible corporate citizenship, and consider
it vital to meet the highest legal, ethical,
health and safety standards in all our
operations. Paroc has worked to achieve
this and will continue the valuable work
in the coming years.

Good citizenship

Paroc pays all taxes and salaries in accordance with local legislation, and expects its
employees to perform their duties conscientiously, honestly and with due regard
for the avoidance of conflicts between
any personal financial or commercial
interests and their responsibilities to their
employer. Employees are also expected

to detect and prevent fraud, as Paroc is
implacably opposed to corruption. Paroc
seeks mutually beneficial long-term
relationships with our suppliers, subcontractors or business partners based on fair
and ethical practices.

and correcting the reported problems.
Paroc’s actions aim at maintaining working ability by preventing accidents and
work-related illness.

Employees and OHS

Environment and quality

Paroc is a responsible employer that
complies with the labour laws of each
country, ensures good working conditions
for its employees and provides good
opportunities for employees’ professional
development and growth. Paroc ensures
appropriate procedures for the protection
of workplace rights and employees’ interests. Paroc does not engage in or condone
the unlawful employment or exploitation
of children in the workplace or the use of
forced labor.
Health and safety management is
an important part of Paroc’s leadership.
Safety and well-being at the workplace is
managed by continuous risk assessment
and monitoring working conditions
actively, creating a safety-minded culture

Read more about Paroc’s OHS actions
in 2012 on page 30.

Quality and environment issues are
considered in all of Paroc’s operations. We
aim to continuously improve our operations and ensure high quality in all our
processes. We strive to meet the needs of
our customers and other stakeholders. The
operating principles guide the actions of
our employees. Our processes are certified
according to current regulations and valid
standards.
Paroc aims at both short- and
long-term environmental sustainability
by focusing on resource and energy
efficiency. Fulfilling our environmental
responsibilities helps us to secure our
economic sustainability.
We measure our performance actively
with a variety of methods.
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S ta k eh o l d er en g a g e m en t

Customers
Paroc’s customers range from architects,
contractors, retailers and industrial
builders to single-family home builders.
We work together with our customers
on product development to find the best
possible solution for their purposes. We
aim to create economic benefits through
cost-efficient and reliable products and
solutions.
The customers have generally been very
satisfied with Paroc – product quality and
standard of service are especially valued.
Paroc investigates customer experience
and satisfaction by conducting regular
surveys. In 2012 we launched a customer
survey project of over 550 phone calls.
The interviews will take place during the
first quarter of 2013 and results will be
available in May. The survey is done based
on ISO 10668 which enables also brand
valuation. The results will be used for
developing Paroc’s operations in order to
support customer needs even better.
In 2012, Paroc completed the website
renewal project, the purpose of which was
to facilitate finding information about our
products and solutions and provide more
relevant information to our customers
in their own market areas. The extensive
amount of information offered in the
website also reduces the need for printed
material, contributing to sustainable
development.

Customer’s view on Paroc’s sustainability
Innova(tive)
communication
From the residents' viewpoint, the
success of renovation projects is
measured mainly through the outcome, but communication during the
construction makes a big difference
as well. The Innova project used multichannel communication where the
residents were informed by email and
SMS in addition to traditional flyers
and notices. Therefore it was possible
to communicate quickly with the
residents and their family members
living elsewhere, or those supervising
their interests.
Read more about Innova on page 40.

Stroitelnaya Izolyatsia is one of Paroc’s
biggest dealers in Russia and a business
partner for the past 15 years. The company
provides material for different kind of
construction projects and retailers, and their
selection includes Paroc’s building insulation
products for facades, floors and roofs.
What are the characteristics of
a responsible business partner,
Mrs Marina Bakhvalova, CEO of
Stroitelnaya Izolyatsiya?
In my opinion, a responsible business
partner operates within the business ethics
and is reliable in terms of delivery and in
manufacturing of materials. Products are
guaranteed to be of impeccable quality and
to meet the highly technical engineering
solutions.
A responsible business partner also
cares about the environment and aims at

continuously improving the quality of the
supplied material, by for example creating
more energy-efficient solutions.
Corporate responsibility is a
combination of many factors.
Which of Paroc’s actions are the
most important to your company?
Paroc has given us the opportunity to
develop our business and to grow together.
Paroc’s actions signal that the company
cares for good indoor climate and
comfortable living, and that safety at the
construction site and manufacturing are high
priorities.
Is there something
Paroc could improve on?
In the marketing area Paroc could develop
its brand awareness in their business
markets.
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Collaboration projects
renZEROTM

The renZEROTM is a large project in
which Paroc together with its collaboration partners develop an energy
renovation concept for old single-family
houses. The project is funded by the
Finnish Funding Agency for Technology
and Innovation (TEKES).
The concept development was based
on a master’s thesis done in the Aalto
University, mapping the 20th century
building stock and technical solutions
in Finland, Sweden and the Baltics. The
thesis provided the grounds on which the
most potential building types in Sweden
and Finland were chosen to develop a
renovation concept. The concept will

be piloted during 2013 in one house in
Finland and one in Sweden.
The renZEROTM concept is a combination of structural and technical building
services solutions, and is being developed
in collaboration with Technical Research
Centre of Finland (VTT), an architecture
office and building industry related
companies. According to VTT’s report,
it is possible to achieve a nearly zero
energy building with the aforementioned
concept. VTT will monitor the concept’s
functionality for a full year and file a closing report based on the measurements.
Read more about Innova on page 40
and Paroc Cortex One on page 16.

Paroc’s materials used in training
TICA (Thermal Insulation Contractors Association) is a UK based organisation that creates
and improves overall industry standards in the thermal insulation industry and offers
advice and support to its members to ensure the highest quality of service. As insulation
manufacturers we are associate members of TICA and participate in many of their events.
Paroc and TICA have been in collaboration for a few years. TICA operates a training
scheme for apprentices who work for their member companies and has its own training
school in Darlington, UK. We supply insulation materials and expertise of our people for the
training school to use in their education.
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Paroc partnerships

Paroc actively participates in stakeholder
engagement and especially safety education across our various market areas.
For example in Finland, the Technical
Insulation division organises yearly training sessions for firemen in the emergency
services college; the event is a mutual
discussion where both parties share current information on fire safety from their
side. Paroc also organises trainings for
different interest groups in co-operation
with e.g. national fire authorities such as
the Swedish fire services (Brandverket).

Paroc collaborates with many colleges
and academies. The Building Insulation
and Technical Insulation divisions have
in collaboration produced for example a
book on energy efficiency, which can be
claimed by students with only printing
costs. In addition, Paroc organises education for customers on products and their
installation, as well as provides systematic
information and training on future
regulations.
In Lithuania, Paroc collaborates widely
with technical universities and colleges. We

are invited to give lectures on our solutions
and energy efficiency, for example. For
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
we have also established a scholarship for
energy efficient solutions and technologies
used in students’ projects studying architecture and civil engineering. Paroc arranges
special trainings for Klaipeda State College
students annually in Vilnius, which include
a factory visit, seminar on energy efficiency
and ongoing Paroc projects.
Paroc’s open seminars for architects,
contractors, supervisors and investors
are arranged in five cities in Lithuania,
and have become very popular: last year
the events attracted as many as 1,100
participants. At the seminar we cover new
topics, such as fresh information about
fire safety, energy efficiency, new Paroc
projects, changes in local or EU regulations
and construction mistakes. Paroc’s expertise
is also widely used in Lithuanian media;
we are commonly asked for comments on
renovation and new construction issues, as
well as new regulations.

Material and
knowhow for
sports centre
in Hällekis

Sport centre will be one of the most energy
efficient sport halls in Sweden.
“We are a major employer in the area
and find it important that there are facilities
for meaningful leisure activities for our employees as well as for the whole community.
Also, we want to share our knowledge and
present our sustainable product qualities,
such as decreasing the energy need in
buildings,” says Arne Johanzon, Managing
Director of Paroc AB.
The construction work began in late
2012. During the planning phase, much

emphasis was put on maximising energy
efficiency by cooperating closely with the
municipality of Götene and other suppliers
involved in the project.
Through the project Paroc has got the
opportunity to develop its operations from
knowledge as well as social perspective.
This is a chance to test new products and
continue with our efforts to develop solutions
for increased energy efficiency, while
engaging in a project which is important for
many of our employees and for the society
where we operate.

Paroc’s business is associated with important societal issues,
and the Group is filled with knowhow. We collaborate with
the surrounding communities by distributing that knowhow
and thus contribute to increasing people’s knowledge on for
example fire safety or energy efficiency.

In line with our social engagement
ambitions, Paroc is providing material and
knowledge for a sports hall in Hällekis,
Sweden. Paroc has a production unit in the
area and decided to sponsor stone wool
insulation for the building project. The Paroc
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Paroc’s memberships
in associations
Paroc operates in 14 countries across Europe and Russia, and to keep up with
latest industry trends, regulations and events in our market areas, we are involved
in associations closely related to our business. The associations introduced on
the right provide a significant amount of information about the importance of
mineral wool in creating a low-carbon economy. The associations also contribute
to improving buildings’ fire safety as well as comfort of living.

Eurima

Eurima is the European Insulation
Manufacturers Association and represents
the interests of all major mineral wool
producers throughout Europe. The
association was established in 1959 to
promote improved standards and regulations for the use of insulation materials.
More recently, it has developed to reflect
the growing environmental concerns of
society. Eurima and its members are committed to delivering buildings with better
energy efficiency.
More on Eurima at
www.eurima.org

Stakeholder engagement 2012
Stakeho lder

Engagement

Personnel

Management development and training opportunities
OHS training and campaigns
Development discussions
Remuneration
Satisfaction survey Paroc Pulse
Continuous improvement projects
Competencies project
Active communication

Customers

Customer communications
Customer visits, meetings and negoatiations
Customer events and trainings
Industry trade fairs, local trade fairs
Renewed website
Buying and non-buying

Owners

Systematic reporting
Quarterly presentations

Lenders

Systematic reporting
Quarterly presentations

Investors

Press releases
Book of Sustainability
Renewed website

Students and
educators

Summer jobs
Diploma works and Pro Gradus
Lectures in colleges and universities
Building book

Suppliers

Supplier audits
Negotiations

Society and officials

Pilot construction projects
Participation in standardisation work
Knowledge contribution to education on energy efficiency
and fire safety in schools/universities
Sponsorships to local sports in areas with Paroc plants
Fire fighter trainings

Industry associations

Active participation in associations' work
Fire Safe Europe, Eurima, EiiF (European Industrial Insulation
Foundation), local construction related Board positions

Research laboratories

Research work, testing

Media

Media meetings, press releases, articles,
expertise, facts, picture bank

Fire Safe Europe

The aim of Fire Safe Europe is to raise
the profile of fire safety in buildings,
especially with policy makers and regulators, at both the European and National
levels. A sustained effort will be needed at
the political level to ensure that fire safety
in buildings gets the attention it deserves.
The Alliance for a Fire Safe Europe is
rapidly broadening, to bring together all
major actors with a stake in ensuring good
practice in fire protection, regardless of
their technologies, products, or specialised
roles. Paroc is one of Fire Safe Europe’s
founding members.
More on Fire Safe Europe at
www.firesafeeurope.eu

European Industrial
Insulation Foundation

The European Industrial Insulation
Foundation (EiiF) is a European nonprofit foundation set up to promote and
establish the use of industrial insulation
as a widely understood and accepted
means of achieving sustainability. Since its
foundation, EiiF has established itself as a
resource for industries that need to reduce
CO₂ emissions and save energy.
The EiiF was established in 2009 and
comprises Europe’s leading insulation
contractors and manufacturers. The EiiF
acts as a resource for industries that recognise their need to stop losing energy and
reduce the production of CO₂ emissions.
Paroc is a Premium Member of EiiF.
More on EiiF at
www.eiif.org/default.asp
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Energy efficiency
as promoter
of European
economies

Paroc is a leader in energy efficient solutions.

EU leaders have placed energy policy at
the centre of the strategic plan to help
Europe recover from the global financial
crisis and to promote economic growth.
Secure and reliable sources of energy
are needed and there is a demand to use
energy in a more sustainable way. In
March 2007, European Heads of State
agreed to a legally binding and unilateral
greenhouse gas emission reduction target
of 20 per cent by 2020 for the EU area.
The question is no longer should it be
done, but simply how will it be done.

Paroc follows targets set for the EU area.

What is
Paroc’s role in
contributing
to low-carbon
society?
Paroc is committed to providing solutions
that strongly contribute to the European
climate change mitigation objectives of
reducing CO₂ emissions by 80 per cent
by 2050.
If we combine home energy bills with
those of commercial and public buildings,
the wider societal costs of maintaining an
ideal indoor climate become apparent.
Buildings now account for over 40 per
cent of the EU’s total energy bill. The

environmental cost is equally huge, with
buildings being responsible for 36 per
cent of Europe’s CO₂ emissions.
They key factor in distinguishing a
building from a home is comfort. In this
aspect we are still looking for the same
qualities in living as as we always have
been when building our homes – except
now this has to be achieved in a sustainable manner. Paroc provides stone wool
solutions made out of an abundant
resource; stone, in a setting that is otherwise characterised by resource scarcity.
Equally important is the life-cycle of our
products. We leave behind a minimum
carbon footprint: our product offsets the
operational footprint when the product
is in use, saving energy and minimising
CO₂ emissions. A well-insulated building
flips the energy balance of Paroc stone
wool on the positive side only a few
months after installation.

The contribution
of insulation in
fighting climate
change
Insulation may account for as much
as 75 per cent of the total energy
reduction potential of buildings;
approximately 460 million tonnes of
CO2 per year, which would mean:
• Taking six million cars off the road
for a total of fourteen years
OR
• Planting a forest three times the
size of France
For each tonne of CO2 generated in
the manufacturing process of Paroc
stone wool, about 200 tonnes of CO2
are saved by its thermal insulation
properties over a 50-year period.
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Safety is one of the most important
characteristics of Paroc products.

Safety and
comfort in
everyday life

Paroc stone wool provides
protection from fire

The fire safety properties of stone wool are
impeccable. As a non-combustible material, stone wool prevents fires from spreading, and offers passive fire protection.
Sprinklers, alarm systems and other active
fire protection equipment need regular
maintenance, but stone wool’s properties
remain unchanged throughout its life
cycle. With its high melting point, stone
wool is an ideal material for fire protection
applications. It retains its properties even at
temperatures as high as 1,000ºC.
Stone wool is a preferred insulation
product for firemen as well. Plastic
insulation materials pose a threat to both
inhabitants and firemen: flue gases are
toxic and obstruct visibility, hindering the
firemen’s work. Plastic materials also catch
fire easier than the non-combustible stone
wool, and might spread through an eightstorey residential building within minutes.
According to experts, exposure to smoke
and flue gases are the most frequent cause
of death in the case of fire – Paroc stone
wool does not emit toxic gases.

Healthy indoor air

In the Northern climate zones, people
spend as much as 90 per cent of their

time indoors, increasing the importance
of healthy indoor air. Good indoor
climate reduces the number of illnesses
and sick building syndrome symptoms
and improves comfort and productivity,
being therefore one of the most important
goals of design and construction. Stone
wool insulation does not cause noxious
emissions within buildings.

Acoustic design

The need to plan and build dense areas
close to transportation routes increases
the demand for good acoustic solutions.
Paroc’s products help to prevent noise
transmitting from industrial buildings
into the environment, traffic noise from
entering into buildings, and keep the
noise levels down inside workshops as well
as between rooms in a building.
Acoustic design divides sounds into
two types: preferred and disturbing.
Preferred sounds include a teacher’s voice
in a classroom and a music performance
in a concert hall. Disturbing sounds
include noisiness and excessive echo.
Acoustic design promotes the benefits of
sound coverage and absorbs undesirable
noise. Some building projects even have
separate regulations for both better sound
insulation and room acoustics.
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Case Innova

Cost efficiency is important in renovating apartment buildings.

The positive
dual effect of
renovation
The European Commission’s “Roadmap
for moving to a competitive low carbon
economy in 2050” has established a
long-term objective of decreasing CO₂
emission levels for the building sector by
88‒91 per cent by 2050, compared to
the 1990 levels. A recent report by Ecofys
shows that Member States must choose
an ambitious path for their long-term
building renovation roadmaps – this will
provide environmental benefits, energy
savings and job creation at costs similar to
other, less well designed options.

European Insulation Manufacturers
Association Eurima thinks that the only
way to meet this target is through an
80 per cent reduction in energy use by
the built environment by 2050, to be
achieved through the deep renovation
of the EU building stock. In Europe,
renovating has the potential of creating up
to 1.1 million jobs.
Savings in energy cannot be reached
only by replacing old energy forms by,
for instance, air source heat pumps. The
action has to involve improving buildings’
envelopes on national as well as European
levels, which in turn creates employment.
Energy renovation brings together two
major megatrends, sustainability and
urbanisation, and is a cost-efficient way to
add energy efficiency.

In renovating apartment blocks, low-costs
and minimum inconvenience for the
residents are the cornerstones of a successful project. To ensure both factors, Paroc
realised together with its collaboration
partners the Innova project in Riihimäki,
Finland, that was completed in 2012. The
objective of the project was to develop an
innovative and cost-effective solution to
renovate residential buildings to the same
energy level as passive buildings.
Innova renovation benefits:
• Construction time reduced to half
through integrated elements assembled
beforehand
• Inhabitants got to stay in their own
homes during renovation
• No scaffoldings or tarpaulins – reduces
costs for the constructor and increases
the inhabitants’ living comfort during
renovation
• Less exposure to humidity due to
assembling elements indoors
• Heating costs reduced by up to 75 per
cent
• Increased comfort of living through
reduced amount of draught and better
indoor air
Read more about Innova in the
Paroc Book of sustainability 2009–2011.
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The acoustic slabs used in living room in Kauniainen, Finland, is covered with glass fiber tissue.
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GRI index
Paroc is reporting according to the GRI G3.1 guidelines on application level C (self declared).

• Fully reported
• Partially reported
Profile disclosures
1. Strategy and Analysis
Profile
Disclosure

Disclosure

1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organisation.

•

p.4

1.2

Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities.

•

p.6, 9,
38, 40

p.1

Level of
reporting

Page

Remarks

2. Organisational Profile
2.1

Name of the organisation.

2.2

Primary brands, products, and/or services.

•
•

2.3

Operational structure of the organisation, including main divisions,
operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

•

p.3

2.4

Location of organisation's headquarters.

•

p.2

2.5

Number of countries where the organisation operates, and names of
countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the
sustainability issues covered in the report.

•

p.2

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form.

•

p.2, 8

2.7

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and
types of customers/beneficiaries).

•

p.2

2.8

Scale of the reporting organisation.

•

p.2

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure,
or ownership.

•

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period.

•

p. 7

p.1

p.3
http://paroc.fi/about-paroc/
paroc-group

http://paroc.fi/about-paroc/
key-figures

No changes during the reporting
period.

3. Report Parameters
3.1

Reporting period.

3.2

Date of most recent previous report.

3.3

Reporting cycle.

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

3.5

Process for defining report content.

•
•
•
•
•

3.6

Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased
facilities, joint ventures, suppliers).

•

p.1

3.7

State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report (see
completeness principle for explanation of scope).

•

p.1

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities,
outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect
comparability from period to period and/or between organisations.

•

The Groups Invoicing has been
outsourced to Basware.

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in
earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement (e.g.,mergers/acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement
methods).

•

No re-statements during the
reporting period.

p.1
p.1
p.46
p.5
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3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope,
boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.

•

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.

•
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No changes during the reporting
period.
p.42–44

4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement
4.1

Governance structure of the organisation, including committees under the
highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting
strategy or organisational oversight.

•

p.8

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an
executive officer.

•

p.8

4.3

For organisations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and
gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent
and/or non-executive members.

•

p.8

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations
or direction to the highest governance body.

•

p.28

4.8

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and
principles relevant to economic, environmental, and social performance
and the status of their implementation.

•

p.10

4.13

Membership in associations and/or national/international advocacy
organisations.

•

p.37

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation.

p.37

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.

•
•

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of
engagement by type and by stakeholder group.

•

p.20,
28, 32,
36–37

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder
engagement, and how the organisation has responded to those key topics
and concerns, including through its reporting.

•

p.32, 34

p.1

Performance indicators
Economic performance
EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues,
operating costs, employee compensation, donations and other community
investments, retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and
governments.

•

p.12, 45

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organisation's activities due to climate change.

•

p.9, 38, 40

EC9

Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of impacts.

•

p.12

•

p.20

•
•

p.22, 45

Environmental performance
Materials
EN1

Materials used by weight or volume.
Energy

EN3

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

EN4

Indirect energy consumption by primary source.

EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewabl energy based products
and services, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these
initiatives.

•

p.24

EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved.

•

p.22

p.22, 45
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Emissions, effluents and waste
EN16

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

EN20

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight.

•
•

EN21

Total water discharge by quality and destination.

•

EN22

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.

•

p.23

•

p.16–17,
19–21, 23,
25–26, 35,
38, 40

p.22
p.22, 45
Paroc does not use water in its
production process.

Products and services
EN26

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and
extent of impact mitigation.
Compliance

EN28

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary
sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations.

Paroc has no cases of noncompliance with environmental
laws or regulations during the
reporting period.

•

Transport
EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transportating products and other
goods and materials used for the organisation's operations, and transporting members of the workforce.

•

p.24

Social performance
Employment
LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region,
broken down by gender.

•

p.28

LA7

Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and
number of work-related fatalities by region and by gender.

•

p.2, 45

LA8

Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programmes in
place to assist workforce members, their families, or community members
regarding serious diseases.

•

p.31

Paroc's activities/programmes
only concern Paroc's direct
eployees.

•

p.29–30

For redundant and retiring
employees, Paroc does not offer
assistance in managing career
endings.

•

p.28

Training and education
LA11

Programmes for skills management and lifelong learning that support the
continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career
endings.
Diversity and equal opportunity

LA13

Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per
employee category according to gender, age group, minority group
membership, and other indicators of diversity.
Society

SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices and their outcomes.

•

Paroc has no ongoing
legal actions for anticompetitive
behaviour, anti-trust or monopoly
practices during the reporting
period.

SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary
sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations.

•

According to the Finnish law.

SO9

Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local
communities.

•

p.20

SO10

Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with
significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities.

•

p.20

•

p.34

Product responsibility
PR5

Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys
measuring customer satisfaction.
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2010

2011

2012

347,994

405,314

431,255

92

89

275

82,294

87,659

94,433

217,392

262,589

266,681

Payments to government (gross)

2,591

2,534

4,867

Payments to providers of capital

14,707

16,357

17,047

Economic value retained

30,918

36,086

47,952

2010

2011

2012

16,038

20,029

25,169

1,713,611

1,854,980

1,834,619

130,935

134,422

151,941

95,497

107,467

118,648

291,212

268,058

322,481

2,247,293

2,384,956

2,452,859

e c 1 Ke y econo mic indicator s (eur 1,000)

Revenues
Community investments
Employee wages and benefits
Operating costs

EN3 Direct energy consumption (GJ )

Biogas
Coke
Light weight fuel
LPG corrected/2012
Natural gas
Total
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Warranty disclaimer
EN4 In direct energy consumption (GJ )

District heat

40,115

34,657

58,647

Electricity

715,201

753,581

768,852

Total

755,316

788,238

827,499

The LPG figures in the previous year's reporting have been corrected to match the announced
energy units. This to avoid confusion when comparing to 2012 total direct energy consumption.

2011

2012

3,129

1,419

Accident frequency (1)

25.1

12.4

Accident frequency (3+)

17.9

8.3

0

0

0.34

0.19

Sick % all employees

3.8

3.6

Sick % blue-collars

4.6

4.4

Sick % white-collars

2.1

1.6

L A 7 Accidents and sick rates

3+ Accident Rate

Fatality rate
Severity Rate %

The information in this report
describes the conditions and technical
properties of the disclosed products,
valid at the time of publication of this
document and until replaced by the
next printed or digital version. The
latest version of this report is always
available on Paroc’s website.

Our information material presents
applications for which the functions and technical properties of
our products have been approved.
However, the information does not
represent a commercial guarantee,
since we do not have full control
of third-party components used in the
application or the installation.
We cannot warrant the suitability of
our products if used in an area which
is not provided in our information
material.
As a result of constant development,
we reserve the right to make alterations to the information stated here.
PAROC® and red and white stripes
are registered trademarks of Paroc
Group.
© Paroc Group 2013.
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